
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1387

The Wang family thought that this battleship was here to escort them

abroad.

just!

When the battleship approached, they saw that the battleship was

blood-colored and oddly shaped, and turned out to be a luxurious

dragon.

It is huge, with a strong sense of shock, like a mountain of blood

moving sideways!

Especially, the roar was like a roar of a dragon, majestic!

“The Lin family is really interesting. They even took a picture of a

battleship to escort us away.” The Wang family didn’t understand, so

they thought that the battleship was to pick them up, and they were

overjoyed right now.

But at this time, they saw Wang Shouzheng lying on the ground in

fright, instead of a hint of joy on his face, he was also full of despair.

“Dad, the Lin family have come to rescue us, why do you still have this

expression?”

Save us?

Wang Shouzheng laughed and shook his head, and said in tears:

“They are not here to save us, they are here to kill us!

What! As soon as this was said, all the Wang family’s expressions

changed wildly, and they shouted in unison:

“This Not the Lin family’s battleship? ”

Wang Shouzheng smiled bitterly, and the whole figure seemed to be

several decades old in an instant:

“This battleship, called the Bloody Dragon Ship, comes from the

Blood Prison!” ”

Blood Prison!

These two words are like thunder roaring! It makes all Wang family

members lose blood on their faces. In an instant, happiness is

sorrowful! Blood Prison, now they are at war with the Lin Family, then

they are the Lin Family’s number one eagle dog, Blood Prison It must

be fast after removing it.

It’s just that they don’t know why the blood hell is here.

Today they are acting so secretly that no one knows except the Lin

Family and them.

At the moment when the Blood Roar Dragon Ship docked at the dock!

Swish!

Hundreds of blood shadows all rushed out of the battleship and

arrived on the spot.

But at this moment, a brutal sound made everyone in the Wang family

completely scared and paralyzed:

“Jiangnan, it’s not your Wang family who came and left when they

wanted to!”

Boom!

The Wang family was shocked to see that among the dozens of people,

a figure like a Yue came out.

“Blood…Blood Prison Mad God!”

Seeing the first butcher in the blood prison, all the Wang family knew

that they were doomed to escape today.

“Well, what the hell is going on?”

Wang Shouzheng suddenly sweated, and at the same time looked at the

blood prison mad god with horror in his eyes.

The blood prison, but the existence that can challenge the Lin family,

don’t say that their Wang family contends with it, and they don’t even

have the qualifications to take it seriously.

Why did they spend so much time and effort, dispatching the

Gorehowl Dragon Ship to capture ants like them?

at this time!

He roared extremely sadly and indignantly:

“Blood Prison Crazy God, you are wronged, the Lin family has

offended you, and our Wang family has not offended you, why are you

embarrassing us?”

Wen Yan!

The blood prison mad god suddenly grinned and stared at him fiercely:

“Intent to murder the family of the dark emperor, dare to say that I

have not offended?”

What!

With these words, the expressions of Wang Shouzheng and others

changed suddenly, murdering the family of the Dark Emperor?

how can that be!

“You fart! You are framing, even if my Wang family is too ambitious,

they dare not attack the Dark Emperor!”

Wang Shouzheng roared, this is simply nonsense. In his opinion, the

bloody mad god This is deliberately planted!

But at this moment, in the other direction, there was a joking voice:

“Don’t worry, I will let you Wangs and downs today, so clearly!”

Huh?

Hearing this voice, all Wang family members turned their heads

together!

then!

The eyes are going to stare out!

“Lin…Lin Fan?”
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